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INTRODUCTION 
 
  
I have always looked at the introduction of new words with a mixture of joy and trepidation - joy, 
because all new words enrich our game, and some of them are words I have heard of, but been 
unable to play; trepidation, because it is usually difficult to absorb changes straight away, so this 
must happen over time. 
  
The task of absorbing the additions and deletions is made vastly easier by the Initiation Kit, and due 
to the relatively fewer changes this time, it has been possible to produce a more comprehensive list 
of the changes as well as definitions, and I am grateful to David Sutton, Allan Simmons and Darryl 
Francis for producing it. 
  
It is intended that the new list will be used in WESPA-rated tournaments from 1 January 2012. 
  
With best wishes, 
  
Elie Dangoor 
WESPA Chairman 
 
 
Version History 
 
1.0 May 2011 First issue
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The Purpose of this Booklet 
 
The transition from the 2007 version of the Collins Scrabble Tournament & Club Word List 
(hereinafter referred to as CSW07) to the 2012 version (hereinafter referred to as CSW12) is a 
smaller one than has been the case with updates in the past, involving 2023 new words of length 3 
to 9 letters (there are no new 2-letter words), together with the deletion of 203 words of length 3 
to 9 that are no longer supported by the source dictionaries. There are already over 150,000 words 
of 9 letters or fewer in CSW07. Most average players are familiar with only a fraction of those and 
can play a very good game at their level through focusing on just those words most useful for 
Scrabble. Thus it is suggested that you need only be familiar with a few hundred of the unique 
CSW12 words to play a solid game under the new word rules. In most game situations, knowledge 
of at least the new 3-letter words will be very important, together with some acquaintance with the 
most likely new bonus words; then, even given no more than that, the wealth of words already 
available will enable players to still play a strong CSW12 game. 
 

• definitions for all new fives as well as for threes and fours, whereas the CSW07 version had 
definitions only for twos, threes and fours 

This initiation kit focuses on the most useful CSW12 unique words which will assist players in 
adapting to the new word rules. Don’t feel you have to learn them all at once. Introduce a few into 
your game as you go, you will soon realise the most useful ones and also learn more from what 
your opponents are playing. 
 
The format of the booklet is very similar to that used for the CSW07 version, but because there are 
many fewer words this time round, it has been possible to be more generous with the scope of the 
lists. To wit, this version offers: 

• new unique hooks for fives as well as twos, threes and fours, whereas the CSW07 version 
showed hooks only for twos, threes and fours 

• definitions for the vowel-heavy sevens and eights, whereas in the CSW07 version definitions 
were give only for the fours and fives, and the vowel-heavy sevens and eights were listed 
without definitions 

• new –S hooks for 7-letter words as well as for all shorter lengths, whereas in the CSW07 
version this list was limited to 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 letter words 

• lists of unique CSW2012 7-letter words and 8-letter words from the top 10000 words, 
whereas in the CSW07 version these lists were limited to the top 1000 words 
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INDEX OF LISTS 
 

 
o NEW THREEs – with definitions 

o NEW FOURs – with definitions 

o NEW FIVEs – with definitions 

o NEW HOOKS to TWOs, THREEs, FOURs and FIVEs 

o NEW JQXZ words – with definitions 

o NEW VOWEL-HEAVY FOURs, FIVEs, SEVENs and EIGHTs – with definitions 

o NEW -S hooks to CSW07 words 

o 7-LETTER words from the TOP 250 6-letter stems 

o 7-LETTER words from the TOP 10000 

o 8-LETTER words from the TOP 250 7-letter stems 

o 8-LETTER words from the TOP 10000 

o 2-9 LETTER words no longer valid 

 
 

 
DEFINITIONS 

Collins English Dictionary ( edition, 2009) ©Harper Collins 
Publishers Ltd was a key source for definitions, some of which 
have been modified for simplicity and conformity with house 
style 

 
Key of abbreviations used in definitions 

adj 
adv 
aka 
coll 
esp 
intj 

Adjective 
Adverb 
Also known as 
Colloquial 
Especially 
Interjection 
Noun 
Phrase 

n 
phr 

pl 
prep 
pron 
S 
usu 
v 
vf 

Plural 
Preposition 
Pronoun 
S can be added 
Usually 
Verb 
Verb form 
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 THREE, FOUR AND FIVE-LETTERS WORDS UNIQUE TO CSW12 
(showing if they take an S or not) 

 
THREE-LETTER WORDS [19 Words] 
 
ALU s n (Hindi) a potato 
AME s n (French) a soul 
ANS  pl as in IFS AND ANS, things that might have happened, but which did not 
ATS  pl AT, a monetary unit of Laos 
AWK s n a computer-programming language used for data processing 
ERM  intj expressing hesitation or doubt 
GAK s n (slang) cocaine 
GAW s n an imperfect rainbow or other supposed sign of coming weather 
GER s n in Mongolia, another name for a YURT, a felt tent 
ING s n a meadow, esp one beside a river 
MEH  intj mediocre or boring; an expression of indifference or boredom 
OIS  pl OI, a bloke 
PEL s n an earlier, now less common, word for a pixel 
QIN s n a kind of Chinese zither with silken strings 
RAV s n a rabbi, esp one in authority; a teacher or mentor 
SOZ  intj short for sorry 
SUG s v to attempt to sell a product while purporting to be engaged in market research 
TIK s n the drug methamphetamine in crystal form 
UMS  vf UM, to say um 
 
FOUR-LETTER WORDS [76 Words] 
 
AIDA s n a finely-meshed cotton fabric used for cross-stitch embroidery  
AKAS  pl AKA, a New Zealand vine 
ALOO s n (Hindi) a potato 
ALUS  pl ALU, a potato 
AMES  pl AME, a soul 
ARGH  intj expressing pain or dismay 
AUAS  pl AUA, the yellow-eye mullet 
AWFY  adv (Scots) awfully, extremely 
AWKS  pl AWK, a computer-programming language used for data processing 
BAHU s n (Hindi) a daughter-in-law, esp one who lives with her husband's family 
BHAI s n (Hindi) brother; a form of address for a man 
BLIT s v to transfer a large array of bits between different locations in a computer's 

memory 
BOTE s n compensation for injury or damage to property 
CACK s n faeces, rubbish 
CHUR  intj (NZ) an informal expression of agreement 
CLIT s n (vulgar slang) the clitoris 
CRIA s n the offspring of a llama 
CUMS  pl CUM, ejaculated sperm 
DAAL s n the pigeon pea, a pea-like plant cultivated in India and the tropics 
DEFO  intj definitely, as an expression of agreement or consent 
DEGU s n a small rodent native to Chile, aka Brush-Tailed Rat 
DIVO s n (Italian) a highly distinguished male singer 
DIYA s n (Hindi) a small oil lamp, usu of terracotta, used in Hindu worship, esp at Diwali 
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ERHU s n a Chinese two-stringed musical instrument, played with a bow 
FEWS  pl FEW, a small number 
FIQH s n Islamic jurisprudence, an expansion of the Sharia Islamic law 
FLOB s v (slang) to spit or gob 
FLOX  phr as in FLOX SILK, a kind of silk, aka floss silk 
GAKS  pl GAK, cocaine 
GAWS  pl GAW, an imperfect rainbow or other supposed sign of coming weather 
GERS  pl GER, a yurt or felt tent 
GOBI s n (Hindi) a cabbage or cauliflower 
GOJI s n the vitamin-rich berry of a solanaceous Chinese plant 
GRRL s n as in RIOT GRRL, a young woman who plays or enjoys an aggressively 

feminist style of punk rock music 
HAOS  pl HAO, a monetary unit of Vietnam 
HASS  n as in WHITE HASS, an oatmeal pudding made with sheep's gullet 
HOOR s n a Scots and Irish form of WHORE; a difficult or unpleasant thing 
INGS  pl ING, a meadow beside a river 
KACK s n faeces, rubbish 
KIEV s n a dish made of thin fillets of meat, esp chicken (chicken kiev) 
KOKA s n the lowest score awarded for a throw or hold in judo, worth three points 
MAHA  phr as in MAHA YOGA, a form of yoga that incorporates all eight classical yogas 
MILF s n a sexually attractive middle-aged woman 
MWAH  intj a representation of the sound of a kiss 
NANG  adj (slang) excellent, cool 
NGAI  phr clan or tribe, as used before the names of certain Maori tribes 
NOOB s n an Internet novice, a NEWBIE 
OATY  adj like oats 
OFFY  n (slang) an off-licence 
OLDE  adj a facetious spelling of OLD 
PAAN s n betel leaf 
PELS  pl PEL, an earlier, now less common, word for a pixel 
PUKY  adj reminiscent of or resembling vomit 
QINS  pl QIN, a kind of Chinese zither with silken strings 
RAGU s n in Italian cookery, a meat and tomato sauce 
RAVS  pl RAV, a rabbi, esp one in authority 
RIAD s n a traditional Moroccan house or palace with an interior garden 
RONZ  n an acronym: the rest of New Zealand 
SAAG s n in Indian cookery, spinach 
SLEB s n (slang) a celebrity 
SUGO s n an Italian meat sauce 
SUGS  vf SUG, to attempt to sell a product under the guise of market research 
SUNI s n a small South African antelope 
TEIN s n a monetary unit of Kazakhstan, equal to one hundredth of a tenge 
TIAN s n a vegetable gratin baked in an earthenware dish 
TIKS  pl TIK, the drug methamphetamine in crystal form 
TINA s n (slang) crystal meth 
UMMA s n the body of Muslim believers considered as one community 
UMRA s n a lesser pilgrimage to Mecca made at any time of year 
UMUS  pl UMU, a Maori oven 
VLOG s n a blog using the medium of video 
VOIP s n a system for converting analogue signals to digital so that the telephone calls 

may be made over the internet [Voice Over Internet Protocol] 
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WELS  n a large fish, the American giant catfish, introduced into European rivers 
WIKI s n a collaborative web site that allows users control over the site's content 
XRAY s n (in international radio communication) a code word for the letter x 
ZARI s n a type of thread made of fine gold or silver wire used in traditional Indian and 

Pakistani garments 
 
FIVE-LETTER WORDS [186 Words] 
 
ACHAR s n a spicy pickle made primarily from mango, used in Indian cooking 
AGUNA  n (Hebrew) a woman whose husband has abandoned her but fails to provide an 

official divorce 
AIDAS  pl AIDA, a finely-meshed cotton fabric used for cross-stitch embroidery 
AIGHT  intj an informal or dialect word for all right 
ALOOS  pl ALOO, a potato 
ARCOS  pl ARCO, the bow of a stringed instrument 
BAHUS  pl BAHU, a daughter-in-law, esp one who lives with her husband's family 
BANYA s n a Russian sauna-type bath 
BASEN s n (Spenser) a basin 
BASIJ  pl in Iran, vigilantes who enforce strict Islamic behaviour and dress code 
BENGA s n a form of Kenyan popular music featuring guitars 
BHAIS  pl BHAI, brother 
BIACH  n (slang) a bitch 
BISOM s n a term of reproach esp for a woman, implying slatternliness 
BLITS  vf BLIT, to transfer an array of bits between locations in a computer's memory 
BLOOK s n a book serialized on a blog platform 
BODHI  phr as in BODHI TREE, a kind of Indian tree, aka BO tree 
BOOAI s n a remote rural place 
BOOAY s n a remote rural place 
BOSIE s n a googly 
BOTES  pl BOTE, compensation for injury or damage to property 
BOXTY  n an Irish dish of potato griddle-cakes, eaten with various fillings 
BRANE s n a multi-dimensional surface embedded in a space with extra dimensions 
BRIKI s n a small metal pot used for preparing Turkish, Arabic, or Greek style coffee 
BUFTY  n (coll) a homosexual 
CACKS  pl CACK, faeces, rubbish 
CAPEX  n short for capital expenditure 
CARON s n another name for a HACEK, an inverted circumflex 
CERTY  phr (Scots) as in BY MY CERTY, assuredly 
CEZVE s n a small metal pot used for preparing Turkish, Arabic, or Greek style coffee 
CHANA s n in Indian cookery, the chickpea 
CHOON s n a piece of recorded music that one likes 
CLITS  pl CLIT, the clitoris 
COHEN s n a member of the Jewish priestly class, descended from Aaron 
COUTA s n a type of fishing boat used round the coast of Australia 
COXIB s n a drug used in the treatment of osteoarthritis 
CREPS  pl an informal name for training shoes 
CRIAS  pl CRIA, the offspring of a llama 
CRUNK s n a form of hip-hop music originating in the southern states of the US 
CUSPY  adj of a computer program, well written and easy to use 
CUSUM s n a statistical technique that attempts to identify individuals by their 

characteristic use of language 
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DAALS  pl DAAL, the pigeon pea, a pea-like plant cultivated in India and the tropics 
DAIKO s n a large Japanese drum 
DANCY  adj (esp of electronic music) suitable for dancing to 
DEBUR s v to remove rough edges from (a metal object, piece of wood, etc) 
DEGUS  pl DEGU, a small rodent native to Chile 
DIANE  phr as in STEAK DIANE, steak cooked in a rich seasoned sauce 
DIVNA  vf (Scots) do not 
DIVOS  pl DIVO, a highly distinguished male singer 
DIYAS  pl DIYA, a small oil lamp used in Hindu worship, esp at Diwali 
DOOCE s v to dismiss (an employee) for unguarded remarks published on the Internet 
DORES  pl DORE, another name for the fish walleye 
DYKON s n a celebrity, often a woman, who is much admired by lesbians 
ENURN s v to put into an urn 
ERHUS  pl ERHU, a Chinese two-stringed musical instrument 
FABBY  adj excellent, marvellous 
FAKIE s n (in skateboarding and snowboarding) the act of riding backwards 
FEART  adj (Scots) afraid 
FELCH  v to lick or suck ejaculated semen from the anus of a homosexual partner 
FIDES  n faith, trust 
FILII  pl FILIUS, a son 
FIQHS  pl FIQH, Islamic jurisprudence, an expansion of the Sharia Islamic law 
FLAVA s n (slang) a special style, flavour or feeling 
FLOBS  vf FLOB, to spit or gob 
FOGOU s n a man-made underground passage or chamber, found in Cornwall 
GABBA s n a style of electronic dance music with a very fast heavy rhythm 
GAITA s n a Spanish bagpipe 
GOBAR  phr as in GOBAR NUMERAL, an early type of numeral 
GOBIS  pl GOBI, a cabbage or cauliflower 
GOEST  vf (archaic) 2nd person singular present of GO 
GOETH  vf (archaic) 3rd person singular present of GO 
GOJIS  pl GOJI, the vitamin-rich berry of a solanaceous Chinese plant 
GOUCH  v (slang) to enter a state of torpor, esp under the influence of a narcotic 
GOYLE s n (dialect) a ravine 
GREBO s n a devotee of heavy metal or grunge music, with unkempt hair and clothes 
GRRLS  pl as in RIOT GRRL, a young woman who enjoys aggressively feminist punk 

rock music 
GRRRL s n as in RIOT GRRRL, a young woman who enjoys aggressively feminist punk 

rock music 
GRUND  phr as in Scots GRUND MAIL, payment for right of burial 
GULET s n a wooden Turkish sailing boat, once for freight, now used for pleasure trips 
GUQIN s n a kind of Chinese zither with silken strings 
HOKAS  pl HOKA, red cod 
HOORS  pl HOOR, a Scots and Irish form of WHORE 
HYPHY  n a style of hip-hop music originating in the Bay Area of San Francisco 
IBRIK s n a small metal pot used for preparing Turkish, Arabic, or Greek style coffee 
INBOX  n (on a computer) a folder in a mailbox in which incoming messages are stored 
INDIA s n (in international radio communication) a code word for the letter i 
INNIT  vf an informal contraction of isn't it, used as a tag question 
JAFFA s n a well-bowled ball that is likely to take a wicket 
JAMON  adj designating a variety of Spanish ham 
JIBBA s n a long loose outer garment worn by Muslims 
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JUVIE s n (slang) a juvenile detention centre 
KACKS  pl KACK, faeces, rubbish 
KAROS  pl KARO, a small New Zealand tree 
KATAL s n a derived SI unit, the unit of catalytic activity, equal to one mole per second 
KAVAL s n a kind of flute, played esp in the Balkans 
KEEMA s n (Hindi) in Indian cookery, minced beef 
KETES  pl KETE, a basket woven from flax 
KIEVS  pl KIEV, a dish made of thin fillets of meat, esp chicken (chicken kiev) 
KITUL s n the jaggery palm 
KOGAL s n (Japanese) a teenage girl or young woman noted for her busy social life and 

her purchase of expensive designer clothes and accessories 
KOHEN  n a member of the Jewish priestly class, descended from Aaron 
KOKAS  pl KOKA, the lowest score awarded for a throw or hold in judo, three points 
KOROS  pl KORO, an elderly Maori man 
KRUNK s n a form of hip-hop music originating in the southern states of the US 
LAVVY  n (coll) lavatory 
LEEZE  phr (Scots) as in LEEZE ME, for lief is me, an expression of affection 
LEVES  pl LEVE, a beloved 
LIPAS  pl LIPA, a Croatian monetary unit, 1/100 of a kuna 
MAERL s n (a mass of) calcified red seaweed 
MELBA  adj as in MELBA TOAST, a type of very thin crisp toast 
MIHAS  pl MIHA, a young fern frond that has not opened 
MILFS  pl MILF, a sexually attractive middle-aged woman 
MIROS  pl MIRO, a tall coniferous tree of New Zealand 
MOBEY s n a mobile device, esp a telephone 
MOOBS  pl overdeveloped breasts on a man, caused by excess weight or lack of exercise 
MOONG  phr as in MOONG BEAN, a kind of bean 
MUNGE s v to create a strong, secure password through character substitution 
NAMUS  pl NAMU, a black New Zealand sandfly 
NIKAB s n a veil covering the face, worn by Muslim women 
NIKAH s n in Islamic marriage, the contract between bride and bridegroom 
NOOBS  pl NOOB, an Internet novice 
OFFIE s n (slang) an off-licence 
OGEED  adj having an OGEE 
OUENS  pl OU, a man 
OXIES  pl OXY, a poweful analgesic drug, synthesized from thebaine 
PAANS  pl PAAN, betel leaf 
PAEDO s p short for paedophile 
PANKO s p a variety of breadcrumb used in Japanese and French cuisine  
PATKA s p a scarf worn as a head-covering by Sikh men in place of a turban 
PERVY  adj perverted 
PETRI  phr as in PETRI DISH, a type of shallow glass dish used for cultures of bacteria 
PHARM s v to redirect computer users from legitimate websites to counterfeit sites in 

order to gain confidential information about them 
PIANI  pl PIANO, a soft passage in music 
PREON s n a hypothetical particle, a possible constituent of a quark 
PROTO  phr as in PROTO TEAM, a team trained to deal with underground rescues, etc 
PUBCO s n a company that operates a chain of pubs 
PUKAS  pl PUKA, a large evergreen tree of New Zealand 
PUKEY  adj reminiscent of or resembling vomit 
RAGUS  pl RAGU, in Italian cookery, a meat and tomato sauce 
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RAKIA s n a kind of fruit brandy popular throughout the Balkans 
RANGA s n (Maori) a person with red hair 
RIADS  pl RIAD, a traditional Moroccan house or palace with an interior garden 
RUEDA s n a Cuban street dance, featuring many turns and changes of partner 
SAAGS  pl SAAG, spinach 
SABHA s n a set of beads used by Muslims during prayer 
SAOLA s n a small ox-like mammal found in Vietnam and Laos 
SEHRI s n a meal eaten before sunrise by those fasting during Ramadan 
SENES  pl SENE, a Samoan monetary unit 
SLEBS  pl SLEB, a celebrity 
SMEIK s n (Scots) smoke 
SMEKE s n (Scots) smoke 
SOHUR s n a meal eaten before sunrise by those fasting during Ramadan 
SPLOG s n a spam blog, an artificially created weblog site intended to promote affiliated 

websites or to increase the search engine rankings of associated sites 
SPORK s n a spoon-like shallow scoop with the addition of the tines of a fork 
STRAK  vf (obsolete) Scots past tense of STRIKE 
STRIM s v to cut grass with a Strimmer 
STUDE  vf (Scots) past tense of STAUN, to stand 
SUGOS  pl SUGO, an Italian meat sauce 
SUHUR s n a meal eaten before sunrise by those fasting during Ramadan 
SUKUK s n a financial certificate that conforms to Muslim strictures on the charging or 

paying of interest 
SULPH s n (slang) amphetamine sulphate 
SUNIS  pl SUNI, a small South African antelope 
TAIKO s n a large Japanese drum 
TARGA  phr as in TARGA TOP, a removable hard roof on a car 
TEINS  pl TEIN, a monetary unit of Kazakhstan, equal to one hundredth of a tenge 
THALE  phr as in THALE CRESS, a cruciferous wall plant 
THANG s n (coll) thing 
TIANS  pl TIAN, a vegetable gratin baked in an earthenware dish 
TINAS  pl TINA, a drug, crystal meth 
TIYIN s n a monetary unit in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan 
TOPPY  adj of audio reproduction, dominated by high-frequency sounds 
UMMAH s n the body of Muslim believers considered as one community 
UMMAS  pl UMMA, the body of Muslim believers considered as one community 
UMMED  vf UM, to say um 
UMRAH s n a lesser pilgrimage to Mecca made at any time of year 
UMRAS  pl UMRA, a lesser pilgrimage to Mecca made at any time of year 
VAKAS  n a kind of mantle worn by priests in the Armenian church 
VLOGS  pl VLOG, a video journal uploaded to the internet 
VODDY  n (coll) vodka 
VOIPS  pl VOIP, a system for converting analogue signals to digital so that the 

telephone calls may be made over the internet 
WAGYU s n (Japanese) a Japanese breed of beef cattle 
WHIOS  pl WHIO, a New Zealand mountain duck with blue plumage 
WIKIS  pl WIKI, a web application that allows anyone visiting a website to edit content  
XRAYS  pl XRAY, a code word for the letter x 
YABAS  pl YABA, yet another bloody acronym 
ZARIS  pl ZARI, a type of thread made of fine gold or silver wire used in traditional 

Indian and Pakistani garments 
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UNIQUE CSW HOOKS TO 
TWOs, THREEs, FOURs AND FIVEs 

(new CSW12 words, and new CSW12 hooks to existing CSW07 words, are shown in upper 
case bold) 

 
TWOs 
 
  al-U 
  am-E 
  an-S 
  at-S 
G-aw 
  aw-K 
M-eh 
P-el 
G-er 
  er-M 
  in-G 
Q-in 
O-is 
A-me 
  me-H 
  oi-S 
  pe-L 
  qi-N 
  so-Z 
  ti-K 
S-ug 
  um-S 
 
THREES 
 
D-aal 
M-aha 
  aid-A 
  aka-S 
b-ALU 
  ALU-m 
  ALU-S 
c-AME 
d-AME 
f-AME 
g-AME 
h-AME 
k-AME 
l-AME 
n-AME 
  AME-n 
s-AME 
  AME-S 
t-AME 
w-AME 
  ANS-a 
b-ANS 

c-ANS 
d-ANS 
e-ANS 
f-ANS 
g-ANS 
k-ANS 
m-ANS 
n-ANS 
p-ANS 
s-ANS 
t-ANS 
v-ANS 
w-ANS 
H-ass 
b-ATS 
c-ATS 
e-ATS 
f-ATS 
g-ATS 
h-ATS 
k-ATS 
l-ATS 
m-ATS 
n-ATS 
o-ATS 
p-ATS 
q-ATS 
r-ATS 
t-ATS 
v-ATS 
w-ATS 
  aua-S 
c-AWK 
d-AWK 
g-AWK 
h-AWK 
l-AWK 
m-AWK 
p-AWK 
  AWK-S 
  bah-U 
  bot-E 
  cum-S 
  def-O 
  deg-U 
  div-O 
P-els 
W-els 

b-ERM 
d-ERM 
f-ERM 
g-ERM 
h-ERM 
p-ERM 
t-ERM 
G-ers 
  few-S 
  GAK-S 
  GAW-d 
  GAW-k 
  GAW-p 
  GAW-S 
a-GER 
e-GER 
  GER-e 
  GER-m 
  GER-S 
  GER-t 
  gob-I 
  hao-S 
  has-S 
  hoo-R 
b-ING 
d-ING 
g-ING 
h-ING 
k-ING 
l-ING 
m-ING 
  ING-o 
p-ING 
r-ING 
s-ING 
  ING-S 
t-ING 
w-ING 
z-ING 
Q-ins 
A-kas 
B-lit 
C-lit 
F-lob 
V-log 
A-loo 
F-lox 
A-mes 

  mil-F 
U-mus 
  nan-G 
  noo-B 
  oat-Y 
G-obi 
  off-Y 
b-OIS 
k-OIS 
p-OIS 
K-oka 
  old-E 
H-oor 
  PEL-a 
  PEL-e 
  PEL-f 
  PEL-l 
  PEL-S 
  PEL-t 
  QIN-S 
  rag-U 
  RAV-e 
g-RAV 
  RAV-S 
X-ray 
C-ria 
  ria-D 
  SUG-h 
  SUG-O 
  SUG-S 
  sun-I 
  TIK-a 
  TIK-e 
  TIK-i 
  TIK-S 
  tin-A 
S-ugs 
  umm-A 
b-UMS 
C-UMS 
f-UMS 
g-UMS 
h-UMS 
l-UMS 
m-UMS 
r-UMS 
s-UMS 
t-UMS 
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v-UMS 
  umu-S 
S-uni 
 
FOURS 
 
D-aals 
Y-abas 
G-abba 
  AIDA-S 
h-AKAS 
k-AKAS 
t-AKAS 
V-AKAS 
w-AKAS 
b-ALOO 
  ALOO-f 
  ALOO-S 
b-ALUS 
t-ALUS 
c-AMES 
d-AMES 
f-AMES 
g-AMES 
h-AMES 
j-AMES 
k-AMES 
l-AMES 
n-AMES 
s-AMES 
t-AMES 
w-AMES 
N-amus 
R-anga 
C-apex 
  arco-S 
a-ARGH 
Z-aris 
p-AUAS 
K-aval 
c-AWKS 
d-AWKS 
g-AWKS 
h-AWKS 
l-AWKS 
m-AWKS 
p-AWKS 
  BAHU-S 
  BAHU-t 
  base-N 
  BHAI-S 
  BLIT-e 
  BLIT-S 

  BLIT-z 
  BOTE-l 
  BOTE-S 
  bran-E 
I-brik 
  brik-I 
  CACK-S 
  CACK-y 
  cape-X 
  cert-Y 
A-char 
  CHUR-l 
  CHUR-n 
  CHUR-r 
  CLIT-S 
  CRIA-S 
s-CUMS 
  cusp-Y 
  DAAL-S 
  DEFO-g 
  DEGU-m 
  DEGU-S 
  DIVO-S 
  DIVO-t 
  DIYA-S 
  dore-S 
S-enes 
  ERHU-S 
L-eves 
  fear-T 
  FIQH-S 
  FLOB-S 
  gait-A 
  GAWS-y 
O-geed 
a-GERS 
e-GERS 
  GOBI-S 
  goes-T 
  GOJI-S 
  GRRL-S 
  gule-T 
T-hale 
T-hang 
c-HAOS 
P-harm 
  hoka-S 
C-hoon 
  HOOR-d 
  HOOR-S 
F-ides 
b-INGS 
d-INGS 

g-INGS 
h-INGS 
k-INGS 
l-INGS 
m-INGS 
p-INGS 
r-INGS 
s-INGS 
t-INGS 
w-INGS 
z-INGS 
  jibb-A 
  KACK-S 
  karo-S 
  kata-L 
  kava-L 
  kete-S 
  KIEV-e 
  KIEV-S 
  KOKA-S 
  koro-S 
F-lava 
  leve-S 
  lipa-S 
B-lits 
C-lits 
F-lobs 
V-logs 
B-look 
A-loos 
  miha-S 
  MILF-S 
  miro-S 
  mobe-Y 
  moon-G 
  mung-E 
  namu-S 
  NGAI-o 
  NOOB-S 
g-OATY 
M-obey 
G-obis 
t-OFFY 
  ogee-D 
H-okas 
K-okas 
  OLDE-n 
  OLDE-r 
s-OLDE 
D-ores 
G-ouch 
  PAAN-S 
  perv-Y 

  pian-I 
S-pork 
  puka-S 
  puke-Y 
  RAGU-S 
  raki-A 
  rang-A 
g-RAVS 
X-rays 
C-reps 
E-rhus 
  RIAD-S 
t-RIAD 
C-rias 
P-roto 
  rued-A 
G-rund 
  SAAG-S 
  sene-S 
  SLEB-S 
  stud-E 
  SUGO-S 
  SUNI-S 
  TEIN-d 
s-TEIN 
  TEIN-S 
  than-G 
  TIAN-S 
  TINA-S 
S-trim 
g-UMMA 
  UMMA-H 
s-UMMA 
  UMMA-S 
  UMRA-H 
  UMRA-S 
h-UMUS 
m-UMUS 
S-unis 
  VLOG-S 
  VOIP-S 
  WELS-h 
  whio-S 
  WIKI-S 
  XRAY-S 
  yaba-S 
  ZARI-S 
 
FIVES 
 
G-abbas 
  ACHAR-S 
  AGUNA-H 
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l-AGUNA 
  ahuru-S 
b-ALOOS 
  alula-S 
R-angas 
C-ankle 
n-ARCOS 
y-ARCOS 
  ariki-S 
  aruhe-S 
H-asses 
  awato-S 
L-awned 
  balti-C 
  BANYA-n 
  BANYA-S 
  basan-T 
  beedi-E 
  BENGA-S 
  bhaji-A 
  BISOM-S 
  bling-Y 
  BLOOK-S 
  bogle-D 
  BOOAI-S 
  BOOAY-S 
  BOSIE-S 
  BRANE-S 
  BRIKI-S 
I-briks 
  carny-X 
  CARON-S 
  CEZVE-S 
  CHANA-S 
A-chars 
  CHOON-S 
  civil-S 
  COHEN-S 
  COUTA-S 
  COXIB-S 
  CRUNK-S 
  CUSUM-S 
  DAIKO-n 
  DAIKO-S 
  DEBUR-r 
  DEBUR-S 
  DEGUS-t 
  dinna-E 
  DOOCE-d 

  DOOCE-S 
a-DORES 
  druse-N 
  DYKON-S 
  ENURN-S 
  FAKIE-R 
  FAKIE-S 
  FLAVA-S 
  FOGOU-S 
  GABBA-S 
  GAITA-S 
  gopik-S 
  GOYLE-S 
  GREBO-S 
  GRRRL-S 
  GULET-S 
  GUQIN-S 
S-hamal 
T-hangs 
P-harms 
  hinau-S 
C-hoons 
  IBRIK-S 
  INDIA-S 
Y-indie 
D-ivied 
  JAFFA-S 
  JIBBA-h 
  JIBBA-S 
  JUVIE-S 
  kanae-S 
  KAROS-s 
  KATAL-S 
  kauru-S 
  KAVAL-S 
  kawau-S 
  KEEMA-S 
  kiore-S 
  KITUL-S 
  KOGAL-S 
  koura-S 
  KRUNK-S 
  labra-L 
G-lammy 
F-lavas 
B-lazar 
c-LEVES 
  lieve-S 
B-lingy 

P-linky 
  LIPAS-e 
B-looks 
  MAERL-S 
  mapau-S 
E-merse 
  MOBEY-S 
  mohua-S 
  MUNGE-d 
e-MUNGE 
  MUNGE-S 
A-music 
  nanua-S 
  NIKAB-S 
  NIKAH-S 
  nitro-X 
I-nkosi 
M-obeys 
M-odder 
m-OFFIE 
  OFFIE-S 
B-ogled 
J-oller 
G-ooped 
r-OUENS 
N-ovate 
d-OXIES 
f-OXIES 
m-OXIES 
  PAEDO-S 
  PANKO-S 
  PATKA-S 
  PHARM-a 
  PHARM-S 
  PIANI-c 
  plink-Y 
  porae-S 
S-porks 
  PREON-S 
  PROTO-n 
  PUBCO-S 
  quick-Y 
t-RAGUS 
  RAKIA-S 
  RANGA-S 
  raupo-S 
t-RIADS 
  rogue-R 
G-roked 

  RUEDA-S 
  SABHA-S 
  sangh-A 
  SAOLA-S 
  SEHRI-S 
  shama-L 
  slurp-Y 
  SMEIK-S 
  SMEKE-D 
  SMEKE-S 
  SOHUR-S 
  SPLOG-S 
  SPORK-S 
  stott-Y 
  STRAK-e 
  STRIM-S 
  style-E 
  SUHUR-S 
  SUKUK-S 
  SULPH-a 
  SULPH-S 
  swear-Y 
  TAIKO-S 
s-TEINS 
  THALE-r 
  THANG-S 
  TIYIN-S 
S-totty 
S-track 
S-trims 
  tyiyn-S 
S-ugged 
  UMMAH-S 
g-UMMAS 
s-UMMAS 
b-UMMED 
g-UMMED 
h-UMMED 
m-UMMED 
s-UMMED 
v-UMMED 
  UMRAH-S 
  VAKAS-s 
  volte-D 
  WAGYU-S 
S-weary 
  whizz-O
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JQXZ WORDS UNIQUE TO CSW12 
UP TO 5 LETTERS 

[26 WORDS] 
 
J Words [7 words] 
 
GOJI s n the vitamin-rich berry of a solanaceous Chinese plant 
    
BASIJ  pl in Iran, vigilantes who enforce strict Islamic behaviour and dress code 
GOJIS  pl GOJI, the vitamin-rich berry of a solanaceous Chinese plant 
JAFFA s n in cricket, a well-bowled ball that is likely to take a wicket 
JAMON  adj denoting a variety of Spanish ham 
JIBBA s n a long loose outer garment worn by Muslims 
JUVIE s n (slang) a juvenile detention centre 
 
Q Words [5 Words] 
 
QIN s n a kind of Chinese zither with silken strings 
    
FIQH s n Islamic jurisprudence, an expansion of the Sharia Islamic law 
QINS  pl QIN, a kind of Chinese zither with silken strings 
    
FIQHS  pl FIQH, Islamic jurisprudence, an expansion of the Sharia Islamic law. 
GUQIN s n a kind of Chinese zither with silken strings 
 
X Words [8 Words] 
 
FLOX  adj denoting a kind of silk, aka floss silk. 
XRAY s n (in international radio communication) a code word for the letter x 
    
BOXTY  n an Irish dish of potato griddle-cakes, eaten with various fillings 
CAPEX  n short for capital expenditure 
COXIB s n a drug used in the treatment of osteoarthritis 
INBOX  n (on a computer) a folder in a mailbox in which incoming messages are stored  
OXIES  pl OXY, a powerful analgesic drug, synthesized from thebaine 
XRAYS  pl XRAY, a code word for the letter x 
 
Z Words [6 Words] 
 
SOZ  intj short for sorry. 
    
RONZ  n an acronym for the rest of New Zealand 
ZARI s n a type of thread made of fine gold or silver wire used in traditional Indian and 

Pakistani garments 
    
CEZVE s n a small metal pot used for preparing Turkish, Arabic, or Greek style coffee 
LEEZE  phr (Scots) as in LEEZE ME, for lief is me, an expression of affection 
ZARIS  pl ZARI, a type of thread made of fine gold or silver wire used in traditional 

Indian and Pakistani garments 
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VOWEL-HEAVY WORDS 
UNIQUE TO CSW12 

FOUR, FIVE, SEVEN AND EIGHT-LETTER WORDS 
[46 WORDS] 

 
FOURS [3 WORDS] 
3-vowels 
 
AIDA s n a finely-meshed cotton fabric used for cross-stitch embroidery 
ALOO s n (Hindi) a potato 
AUAS s pl AUA, the yellow-eye mullet 
 
FIVES [1 WORDS] 
4-vowels 
 
BOOAI s n a remote rural place 
 
FIVES [27 WORDS] 
3-vowels 
 
AGUNA  n (Hebrew) a woman whose husband has abandoned her but fails to provide an 

official divorce 
AIDAS  pl AIDA, a finely-meshed cotton fabric used for cross-stitch embroidery 
ALOOS  pl ALOO, a potato 
BOOAY s n a remote rural place 
BOSIE s n a googly 
COUTA s n a type of fishing boat used round the coast of Australia 
DAIKO s n a large Japanese drum 
DIANE  phr as in STEAK DIANE, steak cooked in a rich seasoned sauce 
DOOCE s v to dismiss (an employee) for unguarded remarks published on the Internet 
FAKIE s n (in skateboarding and snowboarding) the act of riding backwards 
FILII  pl FILIUS, a son 
FOGOU s n a man-made underground passage or chamber, found in Cornwall 
GAITA s n a Spanish bagpipe 
INDIA s n (in international radio communication) a code word for the letter i 
JUVIE s n (slang) a juvenile detention centre 
KEEMA s n (Hindi) in Indian cookery, minced beef 
LEEZE  phr (Scots) as in LEEZE ME, for lief is me, an expression of affection 
OFFIE s n (slang) an off-licence 
OGEED  adj having an OGEE 
OUENS  pl OU, a man 
OXIES  pl OXY, a powerful analgesic drug, synthesized from thebaine 
PAEDO s n short for paedophile 
PIANI  pl PIANO, a soft passage in music 
RAKIA s n a kind of fruit brandy popular throughout the Balkans 
RUEDA s n a Cuban street dance, featuring many turns and changes of partner 
SAOLA s n a small ox-like mammal found in Vietnam and Laos 
TAIKO s n a large Japanese drum 
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SEVENS [2 WORDS] 
5-vowels 
 
DEQUEUE s v to remove a task from a (computing) queue 
ENQUEUE s v to add a task to a (computing) queue 
 
 
EIGHTS [13 WORDS] 
5-vowels 
 
ANIRIDIA s n a congenital condition in which the eye is incompletely formed 
AUTOSAVE s n a facility which automatically saves newly-recorded data 
BOOGALOO s v a kind of dance; (verb) to dance the boogaloo 
DEQUEUED  vf DEQUEUE, to remove a task from a (computing) queue 
DEQUEUES  vf DEQUEUE, to remove a task from a (computing) queue 
ENQUEUED  vf ENQUEUE, to add a task to a (computing) queue 
ENQUEUES  vf ENQUEUE, to add a task to a (computing) queue 
EQUATIVE  adj in grammar, denoting identity or equivalence 
FEIJOADA s n a Brazilian dish of black beans, meat and vegetables served with rice 
HONOUREE s n a person who is honoured 
IOPANOIC  phr as in IOPANOIC ACID, a compound containing iodine, used in X-rays 
KALOOKIE s n a card game similar to rummy, using two packs of cards and two jokers 
KOEKOEAS  pl KOEKOEA, the long-tailed cuckoo of New Zealand 
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CSW07 WORDS THAT ONLY TAKE 
AN –S HOOK IN CSW12 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6 AND 7 LETTER WORDS ONLY 
The S’s are shown so you might better envisage the valid words 

 
TWOS 
 
AN s 
AT s 
OI s 
UM s 
 
THREES 
 
AKA s 
AUA s 
CUM s 
FEW s 
HAO s 
HAS s 
UMU s 
 
FOURS 
 
ARCO s 
DORE s 
HOKA s 
KARO s 
KETE s 
KORO s 
LEVE s 
LIPA s 
MIHA s 
MIRO s 
NAMU s 
PUKA s 
SENE s 
WHIO s 
YABA s 
 
FIVES 
 
AHURU s 
ALULA s 
ARIKI s 
ARUHE s 

AWATO s 
CIVIL s 
GOPIK s 
HINAU s 
KANAE s 
KAURU s 
KAWAU s 
KIORE s 
KOURA s 
LIEVE s 
MAPAU s 
MOHUA s 
NANUA s 
PORAE s 
RAUPO s 
TYIYN s 
 
SIXES 
 
ADDING s 
AKATEA s 
AWHATO s 
AWHETO s 
BUYING s 
CARDIO s 
CARING s 
CUEING s 
EASING s 
FRENNE s 
HAKARI s 
HUPIRO s 
KAMAHI s 
KANUKA s 
KAPUKA s 
KEKENO s 
KERERU s 
KOKIRI s 
KOKOPU s 
KONAKI s 
KONEKE s 
KONINI s 

KORARI s 
KOTARE s 
KOTUKU s 
LURING s 
MAMAKO s 
MAMAKU s 
MANAIA s 
MANATU s 
MAOMAO s 
MATATA s 
MOKIHI s 
MONOAO s 
ORIHOU s 
PANINI s 
PARERA s 
PARORE s 
PATAKA s 
PATIKI s 
PIOPIO s 
RAWARU s 
SALWAR s 
SEXING s 
SIRING s 
TAUHOU s 
TUATUA s 
 
SEVENS 
 
AKIRAHO s 
AMOKURA s 
ARBORIO s 
BLOWING s 
BOSSING s 
BULKING s 
COOLING s 
COSTING s 
DEAREST s 
DICKING s 
DIMMING s 
EYEWEAR s 
FELLING s 

GAPPING s 
GRADING s 
HASHING s 
HILLING s 
HOROEKA s 
HOUHERE s 
KISSING s 
KNEIDEL s 
KOEKOEA s 
KOROWAI s 
MAMAKAU s 
MANGEAO s 
MURRINE s 
NAGGING s 
NGARARA s 
PAPAUMA s 
PHRENIC s 
PIMPING s 
PUBBING s 
PUMPING s 
QUANTUM s 
REREMAI s 
RIPPING s 
RORTING s 
RUNANGA s 
RUNFLAT s 
SABBING s 
SEAMING s 
SELLING s 
SURREAL s 
TARAIRE s 
TAUPATA s 
TAWHIRI s 
TEENAGE s 
TEXTING s 
VETTING s 
WAREHOU s 
ZIPLOCK s 
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SEVEN LETTER WORDS UNIQUE TO CSW12 
BASED ON TOP 250 CSW12 6-LETTER STEMS 

+ = additional anagram to existing CSW07 solution(s) 
new = unique CSW12 solution for this combination 

 
+ ABDEEST BEASTED 
+ ABDEILR BLADIER 
+ ABEFIRT FIBRATE 
+ ABEISTT BATTIES 
new ABEOORT AEROBOT 
+ ACDENRU UNCARED 
+ ACEMORS SCREAMO 
+ ACENRTY TRANCEY 
+ ACINORS AIRCONS 
  RACINOS 
+ ADEEMRS MEDRESA 
new ADEKNRT DARKNET 
+ ADENOTT ATTONED 
+ AEEGNST SANGEET 
+ AEEILMR EMAILER 
+ AEELNOS LOANEES 
+ AEFINST FANSITE 
+ AEGINSS EASINGS 
+ AEINNST NANITES 
+ AEINORT NOTAIRE 

+ AEIOSTT OATIEST 
new AEKORST KOTARES 
+ AELOPST POTALES 
new AENOSTV NOVATES 
new AGNORST SNOTRAG 
+ CDEINRS NERDICS 
+ CEILNST LENTISC 
new CEIOPRT PTEROIC 
+ CENORST CRETONS 
+ DEGORST TODGERS 
new EEIKNRS KEIRENS 
new EIILNOR NOILIER 
new EIJOPST POTJIES 
+ EILLOST STELLIO 
+ EILOOST TOOLIES 
new EINORSX OREXINS 
+ EIORSST ROESTIS 
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UNIQUE CSW12 7-LETTER WORDS 
FROM TOP 10000 LIKELY BONUS WORDS 

(showing CSW07 anagrams in lower case) 
 

Advice: Focus initially on those words that have no CSW07 anagrams 
 
AAEGILR RAILAGE 
  lairage 
  regalia 
AAEMPRT APTAMER 
ABCDEOR BARCODE 
  brocade 
ABDEEST BEASTED 
  bestead 
  debates 
ABDEILR BLADIER 
  baldier 
  bedrail 
  brailed 
  railbed 
  ridable 
ABEFIRT FIBRATE 
  barefit 
ABEISTT BATTIES 
  batiste 
  bistate 
ABEOORT AEROBOT 
ABIRSTU ABITURS 
ACDENRU UNCARED 
  durance 
  unraced 
ACDEORR CERRADO 
  corrade 
ACDINRU CANDIRU 
  iracund 
ACDIORS CARDIOS 
  sarcoid 
ACEMORS SCREAMO 
  amorces 
ACENRTY TRANCEY 
  encraty 
  nectary 
ACGINRS CARINGS 
  arcings 
  racings 
  sacring 
  scaring 
ACINORS AIRCONS 
 RACINOS 
  saronic 
ADEEGNT ENDGATE 
  agented 
  negated 
ADEEMRS MEDRESA 

  remades 
  remeads 
  smeared 
ADEFINN FANNIED 
ADEKNOU UNOAKED 
ADEKNRT DARKNET 
ADENOTT ATTONED 
  notated 
ADOORTW WOODRAT 
AEEGNST SANGEET 
  negates 
AEEILMR EMAILER 
  mealier 
AEELMST MALTESE 
AEELNOS LOANEES 
  enolase 
AEERRTW REWATER 
  waterer 
AEFILNN FLANNIE 
AEFINST FANSITE 
  fainest 
  naifest 
AEGINSS EASINGS 
  agnises 
  seasing 
AEGLNSU LEGUANS 
  angelus 
  lagunes 
  langues 
AEHIPST APESHIT 
AEHISTY HAYIEST 
AEHOSTW AWHETOS 
AEINNST NANITES 
  inanest 
  stanine 
  tannies 
AEINOPZ APIEZON 
  epizoan 
AEINORT NOTAIRE 
  otarine 
AEIOSTT OATIEST 
  ostiate 
  toastie 
AEKORST KOTARES 
AELOPST POTALES 
  apostle 
  pelotas 
AEMORRS MAREROS 

  remoras 
  roamers 
AENOSTV NOVATES 
AEOPRRS PARORES 
AGINRSU AIRGUNS 
AGNORST SNOTRAG 
BDEEIRT BEDRITE 
BDEINRR BREDRIN 
BDEIOOR DOOBRIE 
BEEGIIR BEIGIER 
BEEGILR GLEBIER 
BEILRTT BLITTER 
  brittle 
  triblet 
BEIORRS BROSIER 
CDEINRS NERDICS 
  cinders 
  discern 
  rescind 
CEEHIOR ECHOIER 
  cheerio 
CEGINSU CUEINGS 
CEILNST LENTISC 
  clients 
  lectins 
  stencil 
CEILOOT CLOOTIE 
CEINNOS CONNIES 
  conines 
CEIOPRT PTEROIC 
CENORST CRETONS 
  conster 
  cornets 
  creston 
  cronets 
DEEENPR PRENEED 
  preened 
DEEGILS LEGSIDE 
DEEGLRU GUELDER 
  grueled 
  reglued 
DEENNRU ENURNED 
DEEOPTU TOUPEED 
DEGLNRU GRUNDLE 
DEGORST TODGERS 
  stodger 
DEIINSY YINDIES 
EEFIIRR FEIRIER 
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  fierier 
  reifier 
EEGNNRU UNGREEN 
EEHISTT HETTIES 
EEIKNRS KEIRENS 
EFGIRST REGIFTS 
EGHILNR GHRELIN 
  herling 
EGORRSU ROGUERS 
  grouser 
EIILMRS SMILIER 
  milreis 

  slimier 
EIILNOR NOILIER 
EIJORTT JOTTIER 
EILLOST STELLIO 
  oillets 
  tollies 
EILOOST TOOLIES 
  oolites 
  ostiole 
  stoolie 
EINORSX OREXINS 
EIORSST ROESTIS 

  rosiest 
  siroset 
  sorites 
  sorties 
  stories 
  tossier 
  trioses 
ELNOOSU NEOSOUL 
  unloose 
ENOORTT NETROOT 
IINRSTU SIRTUIN 
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EIGHT LETTER WORDS UNIQUE TO CSW 
BASED ON TOP 250 CSW12 7-LETTER STEMS 

+ = additional anagram to existing CSW07 solution(s) 
new = unique CSW12 solution for this combination 

 
 

new AADEIRTT DIATRETA 
+ AAEGILRS RAILAGES 
new AAEINSTX ANATEXIS 
new AAEIRRST TARAIRES 
+ ABDEILST BLADIEST 
+ ABEGINST BEASTING 
new ABEOORST AEROBOTS 
new ACEINRRT TRANCIER 
new ADEEGIRT GAITERED 
+ ADEERSST DEARESTS 
new ADEHILNO LIONHEAD 
+ ADEIPRST DRAPIEST 
new ADEKNRST DARKNETS 
new AEEGILRT LITREAGE 
+ AEEGINRT ENARGITE 
+ AEEILMRS EMAILERS 
new AEELNORT REALTONE 

new AEFINSST FANSITES 
+ AEHORSTU ARTHOUSE 
+ AEILNRST SLANTIER 
+ AEIMRSTV MARVIEST 
+ AEINORST NOTAIRES 
+ AEIRSTTW SWATTIER 
new AILORSTT ORLISTAT 
+ BDEEIRST BEDRITES 
+ BEEGINST BEESTING 
new CEIINORT RETINOIC 
+ CEINORSU INSOURCE 
new EEGINRTT RINGETTE 
new EGILNORU LOUNGIER 
new EHIOORST TOOSHIER 
+ EIILNOST NOILIEST 
new EINORSTX NITROXES 
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UNIQUE CSW12 8-LETTER WORDS 
FROM TOP 10000 LIKELY BONUS WORDS 

(showing CSW07 anagrams in lower case) 
 

Advice: Focus initially on those words that have no CSW07 anagrams 
 
AABDEINR BANDEIRA 
AABDELNR BARELAND 
AABELORS BRESAOLA 
AACEILRV VARICEAL 
  cavalier 
AADEIRTT DIATRETA 
AADHILRT HARDTAIL 
AADIIINR ANIRIDIA 
AAEENSTX ANATEXES 
AAEGILRS RAILAGES 
  gasalier 
  lairages 
  regalias 
AAEGMNOS MANGEAOS 
AAEINSTX ANATEXIS 
AAEIRRST TARAIRES 
AAEMNPRT PERMATAN 
  parament 
AAEOSTUV AUTOSAVE 
ABCDEORS BARCODES 
  brocades 
ABCINOTU BUTANOIC 
ABDEEIRR BREADIER 
  beardier 
ABDEILST BLADIEST 
  baldiest 
ABDINOPR PINBOARD 
ABEFIRST FIBRATES 
ABEGINST BEASTING 
  beatings 
ABEOORST AEROBOTS 
ACDEILNY LYCAENID 
  adenylic 
ACDEORRS CERRADOS 
  corrades 
ACDINRSU CANDIRUS 
ACEEHILS HELICASE 
ACEHINRU ECHIURAN 
ACEIINRR CAIRNIER 
ACEINRRT TRANCIER 
ADEEGIRT GAITERED 
ADEEGLNT DETANGLE 
  danegelt 
ADEEGNST ENDGATES 
ADEEHIPR PIERHEAD 
ADEERSST DEARESTS 
  asserted 

  estrades 
ADEHILNO LIONHEAD 
ADEILMNN LANDMINE 
ADEIPRST DRAPIEST 
  dipteras 
  rapidest 
  spirated 
  tarsiped 
  traipsed 
ADEKNRST DARKNETS 
ADIIRSTT DARTITIS 
  distrait 
  triadist 
AEEEGNST TEENAGES 
AEEEGNTW TWEENAGE 
AEEFILMT METAFILE 
AEEGILRT LITREAGE 
AEEGINRT ENARGITE 
  gratinee 
  interage 
AEEGNSST SANGEETS 
AEEILMRS EMAILERS 
  almeries 
  measlier 
AEEIMRRS REREMAIS 
  smearier 
AEEIRRSW SWEARIER 
AEELNORT REALTONE 
AEERRSTW REWATERS 
  waterers 
AEFILNNS FLANNIES 
AEFINSST FANSITES 
AEGHILTT TEALIGHT 
AEGINOPT PINOTAGE 
AEGNNRTW GNATWREN 
AEHORSTU ARTHOUSE 
  outhears 
  rathouse 
AEIKLNRR KNARLIER 
AEILLNNU UILLEANN 
  unlineal 
AEILNRST SLANTIER 
  entrails 
  larniest 
  latrines 
  ratlines 
  reinstal 

  retinals 
  trenails 
AEIMRSTV MARVIEST 
  vitamers 
AEINNORW NANOWIRE 
AEINORST NOTAIRES 
  anoestri 
  arsonite 
  notaries 
  notarise 
  rosinate 
  senorita 
AEINRTVW VAWNTIER 
AEIRSTTW SWATTIER 
  wartiest 
AENNOOPR NANOPORE 
AGINNOTT ATTONING 
  notating 
AGINNOTV NOVATING 
AILORSTT ORLISTAT 
AIMNORTU MINOTAUR 
BDEEIRST BEDRITES 
  bestride 
  bistered 
BDEIOORS DOOBRIES 
BEEGIIST BEIGIEST 
BEEGILST GLEBIEST 
BEEGINST BEESTING 
  beignets 
BEEINRTW INTERWEB 
BEGIILNR BLINGIER 
BEIORSST BROSIEST 
  sorbites 
CDEEGIIT DIEGETIC 
CEEHIOST ECHOIEST 
CEIINORT RETINOIC 
CEINORSU INSOURCE 
  coinsure 
  nourices 
  rouncies 
DEEELNTU UNDELETE 
DEEFGIRT REGIFTED 
  fidgeter 
DEEIILNT TIDELINE 
DEEIKNOT DIKETONE 
DEGLNRSU GRUNDLES 
DEORRSTU DETRUSOR 
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EEFIIRST FEIRIEST 
  feistier 
  ferities 
  fieriest 
EEGINRTT RINGETTE 
EEGIOPRS PEROGIES 
EEHNOORU HONOUREE 
EEIPRSTV PERVIEST 
EGHILNOT HOTELING 

EGHILNRS GHRELINS 
  herlings 
  shingler 
EGHIMNOR REHOMING 
  homering 
EGIINNRT INTEGRIN 
EGILNORU LOUNGIER 
EGILNRUY GUYLINER 
EHIOORST TOOSHIER 

EIILNOST NOILIEST 
  etiolins 
EILLORTT TORTELLI 
EILMNNOO MONOLINE 
EINORSTX NITROXES 
ENOORSTT NETROOTS 
GINORRST RORTINGS 
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WORDS NO LONGER VALID (2-9 letters) 
 
ACIDFREAK 
ADDIOS 
AEROBUS 
AEROBUSES 
ALBRICIAS 
ALECTRYON 
AMYGDALAS 
AMYTAL 
AMYTALS 
ARCCOS 
ARCCOSES 
ARCSIN 
ARCSINS 
ARCTAN 
ARCTANS 
AWESTRIKE 
BACKPAY 
BACKPAYS 
BANGINGS 
BELLPUSH 
BLANKIES 
BLANKY 
BLOODHEAT 
BLOWKART 
BLOWKARTS 
BONSAIS 
BULLBAR 
CAGEBIRD 
CAGEBIRDS 
CARPARK 
CARPARKS 
CHALANED 
CHALANING 
CHALLANED 
CHILIOI 
CHILIOIS 
CHONS 
CIAOS 
CLOVEPINK 
COALTAR 
COALTARS 
COHABITOR 
COMPINGS 
CORAGGIOS 
CORAMINE 
CORAMINES 
CORNRENT 
CORNRENTS 
CRASHLAND 
CULMENS 
DEERHORN 

DEERHORNS 
DOGDAYS 
EBBTIDE 
EBBTIDES 
EDUSKUNTA 
EIGHTFOOT 
ENGISCOPE 
EPROM 
EPROMS 
FAITHCURE 
FAMULUSES 
FATWAED 
FEELBADS 
FEELGOODS 
FIFI 
FILARIAS 
FOHS 
FOOTROT 
FOOTROTS 
FORLESE 
FORLESES 
FORLESING 
FORLORE 
FORTUNISE 
FREON 
FREONS 
GADSOS 
GAMBOS 
GLOBOSES 
GNOCCHIS 
GODSOS 
GRENZ 
HARDBAG 
HARDBAGS 
HEPTAGLOT 
HEROE 
HEXAGLOT 
INSULAS 
ISODOMONS 
JAMBOS 
JANDAL 
JANDALS 
JETPLANE 
JETPLANES 
JOCKNEY 
JOCKNEYS 
LERNAEAN 
LERNEAN 
LIGGEN 
MARCHESES 
MINCINGS 

MINGIN 
MOLEHUNT 
MOLEHUNTS 
MOLERAT 
MOLERATS 
MOYGASHEL 
NICKY 
OAKLEAF 
OAKLEAVES 
ODSOS 
OHOS 
ONCOMICE 
ONCOMOUSE 
PANISLAM 
PANISLAMS 
PAROTISES 
PENTEL 
PENTELS 
PHOHS 
PLAYBUS 
PLAYBUSES 
POPRINS 
PORNOMAG 
PORNOMAGS 
PROFORMAS 
PUCKEROOD 
PURIM 
PURIMS 
QUEERCORE 
REEDMACE 
REEDMACES 
REEDSTOP 
REEDSTOPS 
RETES 
RIGHTOS 
RIVOS 
ROCKCRESS 
ROMAS 
SAUTEES 
SCLATED 
SCLATING 
SCOPAS 
SERPULA 
SERPULAE 
SHOTPUT 
SHOTPUTS 
SMOKEBUSH 
SMOKETREE 
SOFTPASTE 
SPAGERICS 
SPAGERIST 

SPAGIRICS 
SPAGIRIST 
STEADICAM 
STINKINGS 
STOCKHORN 
SWEETPEA 
SWEETPEAS 
SWONE 
SWONES 
TABIS 
TACETS 
TADVANCE 
TAFFETIES 
TAHOU 
TAHOUS 
TANAISTE 
TANAISTES 
TAOISEACH 
TASSWAGE 
TEDESCA 
TEDESCHE 
TEDESCHI 
TEDESCO 
TELOSES 
TIEROD 
TIERODS 
TOHOS 
UPSWARM 
UPSWARMED 
UPSWARMS 
VAKASS 
VAKASSES 
VICTROLLA 
WAKANE 
WAKANES 
WANTINGS 
WASM 
WASMS 
WELDMESH 
WINDROSE 
WINDROSES 
WRINGINGS 
WYSIWYG 
XERAPHIM 
XERAPHIMS 
YOPPER 
YOPPERS 
YOS 
ZIMMER 
ZIMMERS 
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